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NOTES

Read the texts around the image. Beginning in
the upper left corner, follow the commentary
counter clockwise. Read each text out loud
and discuss it with your partner. Make sure you
carefully look at the image and use its details
to support your opinions. You can choose
whether to use the following questions to
guide your discussion:
01

HOW TO PRAY

Judah ben Samuel of Regensburg, known as Yehudah
HeChasid, was born in Speyer, Germany, in 1150 CE. He
was a leader of the Chassidei Ashkenaz, a religious
movement dedicated to Jewish mysticism. He died in
Regensburg, Germany, in February 1217 CE.
Kavanah – intention
1.	What is the difference between saying and singing
something? What is the difference between singing
something casually or intentionally?
2.	Look at Bernstein and Robbins’s annotated copy of
Romeo and Juliet. How would you make sure “an out
and out plea for racial tolerance” is sung with the
“proper kavanah”?

02

RUNNING A COUNTRY

Leonard Bernstein (1918–1990), a composer, conductor,
and pianist, was born in Lawrence, Massachusetts, to a
working-class family of Ukrainian Jewish immigrants. A
musical genius who profoundly contributed to modern
American symphonic forms and composed music for
Broadway, ballet, and film, Bernstein became the
musical director of the New York Philharmonic and
composed the music for several musicals, including
West Side Story and On the Town.
1.	What was Bernstein saying? Explain his quotation in
your own words.
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2.	Why do you think Bernstein calls art “one of the
most direct means of communication” and people’s
“most personal expression?” Can you think of an
example?
3.	Why do you think that “running a country includes
running the arts of a country?”
4. How do you like to express yourself? Does art play a
role in your personal expressions?

03

MARIA

In William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, Romeo
Montague and Juliet Capulet fall in love despite their
families’ ancient, violent rivalry. Leonard Bernstein and
other artists reworked Romeo and Juliet into West Side
Story (1957), focusing on a rivalry between the Puerto
Rican Sharks and the white Jets. The song “Maria” is the
reaction of Tony (a Jet) to meeting Maria (a Shark) for
the first time.
Inspired by “Maria,” “Almost Like Praying” was written
and recorded by Lin-Manuel Miranda (b. 1980), an
American writer of Puerto Rican heritage. He is most
famous for the Broadway sensation Hamilton, which
tells the story of Alexander Hamilton, a Caribbean
immigrant who helped found our nation. Miranda wrote
“Almost Like Praying” to raise relief funds after
Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico. He invited many
artists of Puerto Rican descent to participate in
recording the song, which names every Puerto Rican
province.
1.	Why do you think Miranda chose “Maria” to serve as
the basis for a song about Puerto Rican hurricane
relief and recovery?
2.	Why do you think Miranda named places in Puerto
Rico in the song’s lyrics? If you were Puerto Rican,
how do you think this song would make you feel?
3.	What do you think Miranda hoped to inspire in
people listening to his song? Why do you think he
chose music as a way to express complicated feelings?
4.	What does the phrase “almost like praying” mean to
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you? Can you think of anything you do in your
everyday life that is “almost like praying?”

04

SONG OF FREEDOM

This song first appeared in the mid-nineteenth century
as a popular spiritual sung by enslaved blacks yearning
for freedom. It took inspiration from Exodus 8:1, in
which God tells Moses to go down to Egypt and instruct
Pharaoh to free the enslaved Israelites. In the twentieth
century, it has been recorded by black artists and is also
often sung during the Passover Seder, a ritual meal that
retells the story of Exodus.
1.	What story does this song tell? Why do you think
enslaved people would sing this song? Have you ever
heard this song sung? When?
2.	What emotions is this song meant to convey? Do
those emotions change in different contexts? Why do
you think the songwriters drew from a biblical story
to convey this emotion?
3.	Do you think there are any similarities between how
this song used the story of Exodus to describe to the
plight of enslaved people and how Bernstein and
Robbins used Romeo and Juliet to inspire racial
tolerance? Any differences?
4.	Do you have a song or story that you turn to when
you’re feeling sad or hopeless? What is it, and why?

05

SONG OF HOPE

A white American raised in North Carolina, James
Taylor (b. 1948) became popular as a singer-songwriter
in the late 1960s.
On June 17, 2015, Dylann Roof, a twenty-one-year-old
white supremacist, murdered nine African Americans at
an AME church in Charleston, South Carolina. Roof
admitted to the crime, claiming that he was trying to
ignite a race war. Just a few weeks later, on his summer
2015 tour, Taylor invited a local mixed-race choir, the
Lowcountry Voices, to perform this song with him in
Columbia, South Carolina.
1.	What do you think “shed a little light” refers to?
2.	Why do you think it was important to James Taylor
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to invite the Lowcountry Voices to join him on stage?
3.	If you wanted to “shed a little light” on a current
social issue through music or art, what issue would it
be? What medium would you use?
4.	How does Taylor’s invocation of Martin Luther King
connect this song’s intent with that expressed in
Bernstein’s annotated Romeo and Juliet? In what way
was this performance Taylor’s own “out and out plea
for racial tolerance?”

06

SAY SOMETHING

Kendrick Lamar was born in Compton, California, in
1987, and made his mixtape debut as a hip-hop artist at
age sixteen. He released his first major-label album in
2012. To date, Lamar has won twelve Grammys, and in
2018 he received the Pulitzer Prize for Music.
Throughout his career, Lamar has infused his music
with commentary on current events, especially police
brutality.
1.	Without knowing the rest of the lyrics, what do you
think Lamar was singing about? What message do
you think he was trying to communicate through this
song?
2.	Lamar said he “feel like say somethin’”—why do you
think he decided to do so through song?
3.	How do you think this song is similar to Bernstein
and Robbins writing “an out and out plea to racial
tolerance” in their copy of Romeo and Juliet? How are
the two different?
4.	How do you express yourself?

07

SINGING WORDS OF WISDOM

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (b. 1977) moved from her
native Nigeria to the United States at age nineteen and
studied creative writing and African Studies in graduate
school at Johns Hopkins and Yale. She has written a
number of critically acclaimed novels, a feminist
manifesto, and delivered one of the top-rated TED Talks
of all time.
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1.	Why do you think Beyoncé would sample this speech
in her song?
2.	Who do you think was the audience for Adichie’s
speech? For Beyoncé’s song? How are these two
audiences similar or different? Do you think Romeo
and Juliet and West Side Story have similar or different
audiences?
3.	Besides adapting and sampling, can you think of
other ways to incorporate other sources and voices
into music?

08

POLITICAL MUSIC

Howard Eisberg is an immigration lawyer with a fortyplus-year career. He also is a songwriter and musician,
leading a band called Howard Iceberg and the Titanics.
Matt Zupetic is a music fan interviewed as part of a
news story about whether music should be political or
not.
1.	What uses do you think music can have? How many
can you think of?
2.	What do you think is more important, an artist’s
intentions or their audience’s desires?
3.	Which text do you agree with more? Why?
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